Full Moon
Ritual Guide

The LifePod by Lauren

Energy of the full moon
The Full Moon energy is potent.
She carries a surging creative energy, the energy of ovulation.
A mystical, magical time.
Our intuition & body wisdom is enhanced.
She lights everything up, & magnifies our tendencies.
Making it the perfect time to reflect on what is being illuminated...
Ask to be connected to her rhythm.
Ask for her medicine.
Step into her royalty. She exudes the energy of a QUEEN.

Prompts
What is feeling good to you?
What isn't feeling good to you?
What is your internal dialogue sounding like, feeling like? What do you need to refine?
What clearly needs to be released under this illumination?
Recap your intentions and see what has come to fruition, and what you may need to replant with the dark/new
moon.
What are you grateful for? A great practice is writing out 108 things that you're grsateful for.

Rituals

Craft your intentions. Write on a piece of paper all that you are
grateful for, all that is blooming right now. Also, write down what
has become obvious under this light, that you need to release.
Over the sink or outside - burn the paper.
Put your crystals out: The full moon will re charge their energy and
cleanse them. Also, put out any oils, house plants, jewellery etc.
Bathe yourself under her rays: Lay out under the moon.
Clothed or naked. Re-charge your body & balance your hormones.
Water ritual: Fill a bowl or jar with filtered water and leave it out
under the moon. The water will charge up under her rays. In the
morning you can drink the water, make a herbal tea or tincture or
bathe in it.
Burn sage, palo Santo, or incense: Sage is a herb that's been burnt for
thousands of years to help clear and cleanse. As has palo santo and
incense. Perfect ways to create ritual and call yourself into a quiet
contmplative space.
Essential oils: On the full moon use your intuition to choose what
oils you need. Apply them to your pulse points and heart or simply
diffuse.

Create an Altar
Find a space within your home to create a Moon altar.
This is a simple and tactile way to become more connected with
the energy of the moon and a creative way to physically honor this
phase. On the altar you can place anything that calls in the energy
of the full moon, represents the energy, and anything you'd like to
be charged up.
Crystals, flowers, oils, fruits that are round like the full moon,
sage, incense, jewellery, feathers, leaves, etc... let it be fluid and
flexible.
This is a beautiful way of embodying the energy of the divine.
Honoring this phase and enhancing reverence in your life.

Full Moon Body Love
Give yourself space to enjoy loving your body in a sensual and conscious way.
Dry body brush with the full moon - stroke upwards from your feet toward your heart. This is a great way to cleanse the
lympahtic systems, clear toxins and remove dead skin cells. You can imagine as you do it that you're releasing all that isn't
serving you.
Self Body Massage (Abhyanga) - There's no better way to tune into the energy of royalty with the full moon than anointing
yourself with warm oils. Abhyanga is an ayurvedic massage with sesame oil. It's an ancient practice of self soothing.
Massage in the shower or in a room that is warm.
Abhyanaga nourishes the entire body, lubricates the joints, increases circulation, stimulates the internal organs of the body,
assists in elimination of impurities from the body, calms the nerves and enhances deeper sleep.
Take a bath - Women and water! So much healing here. I love this ritual on a full moon. Add epsom salts and essential oils.
Luxuriate and rest.

Meditation
Meditation for the Full Moon.
Make yourself comfortable and warm. Lay down and enjoy.
FULL MOON MEDITATION

